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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Suburban Retrofit at a Civic Gateway 

One of West Ashley’s most important and widely-discusced gateway sites is the 
Northbridge Gateway, also known as the “old Piggly Wiggly.” The triangular site is 
located at a major intersection with an alternative merge condition, with yet another 
local nickname: the “suicide merge.” A sequence of major events spurred City 
ownership of the property and our team’s involvment in multiple-year civic design 
process. These include: a proposal for a large gas station unfavored by the community, 
City aquisition of the property, the creation of Plan West Ashley, and an effort by 
Charleston County to redesign and improve the alternative merge intersection.

Our role in this project was to facilitate community engagement, coordinate with the 
emerging roadway plans, and create a vision to prepare the site for a public-private 
redevelopment partnership. Our team launched an online survey, engaged with 
Clemson University architecture students, brought in the Urban Land Institute, and 
held numerous coordination and public meetings. The best part of the engagement 
was creating an open studio, where residents wrote their vision on a yellow piece of 
paper and we drew up the master plan right in front of them. This demonstrated a 
true willingness to hear their ideas, which actually shaped the vision for the project. 

The final outcome is a simple but effective urban design scheme, where new 1-2-story 
buildings occupy and front onto each of the triangle’s three corners. A well-connected 
and landscaped surface parking lot is located in the middle of the site, with ample 
access from all surrounding roadways. The building at the apex triangle contains a 
civic-use building and should be an iconic work of architecture creating a gateway 
effect from the north. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the new development 
fronts onto a City-owned street called Sumar Street, calling for streetscape 
improvements and encouraging good urban frontage from the shopping center to the 
south of the site.

Allen Davis
Director, Design Division

City of Charleston
Department of Planning, Preservation and Sustainability
davisal@charleston-sc.gov

Design Division / 85 Calhoun St. Charleston SC 29401 / 843-958-6416 / hello@designdivision.org. All Content Copyright 2020.

WELCOME

This is a community-based urban design 
concept for one of several major intersections 
and redevelopment nodes in West Ashely. An 

abandonded grocery store site and its surrounding 
roadways (known as the “suicide merge”) will be 

reworked as a mixed-use development.
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OLD CHARLES TOWNE DISTRICT  

Future Sam Ritten-
berg Boulevard  
Cross-Section 

These maps and illustrations reflect a vision for the Old Charles Towne 
District forged by residents during a weeklong workshop in March, 
2000.  This vision depicts a future that complements the history and cul-
ture of this unique area of the City.  Essential elements of this vision are: 
• Repairing the Center—Coordinated planning and reinvestment 

in the business district along Sam Rittenberg Boulevard and Old 
Towne Road, 

• Creating a Human Scale—Respecting the pedestrian scale so the 
District will be safe, comfortable, and attractive to local residents 
and visitors, 

• The Plaza—Reinvestment in the Ashley Landing block as the heart 
of the district, and 

• Celebrating the Public Realm—Making public streets, parks, 
and other spaces of which residents can be proud.  

Conceptual idea for visual statement at the rear of Piggly Wiggly 

Proposed “gateway” entrance  from the Northbridge 

Frontage road 
realignment 
with pedes-
trian and bi-
cycle access 

New landscaping is being 
put in place in the Sam Rit-
tenberg/Old Towne Road 
intersection with funds 
raised by the Task Force 

MASTER PLAN 

Ashley Landing Shopping 
Center as it exists today 

Ashley Landing as a redeveloped 
“green” or neighborhood center 
with a central public space 
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SAM RITTENBERG BOULEVARD FRONTAGE ROAD 

City of Charleston 
PLANNING AND 

NEIGHBORHOODS 

The triangular shaped City-
owned parcel is the subject site, 
but urban design options were 
explored for surrounding sites as 
well.

1 Subject site (2.65 acres)

2 Alternative merge area 
(coordinated redesign with 
Charleston County)

3 Sumar Street (City-owned 
street)

4 Neighboring commercial 
properties suitable for 
redevelopment

5 Planned extension of Sumar 
Street to Orange Grove Rd.

SITE LOCATION EARLY PLANS

SITE MAP EXISTING CONDITIONS

The former grocery store building was demolished in 
May 2018.

Existing condition of the alernative merge intersection in 
front of the site.
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OLD TOWNE ROAD

SAM RITTENBERG BLVD.

The site. major roadway and 
surrounding area has long been 
envisioned for a walkable mixed-
use revitalization. These images 
are from an “Old Charlestowne 
District Charrette” in 2002.
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PROJECT TIMELINE

2019

Potential investors sought 
to construct a Sunoco 
convenience store and fuel 
canopy, which was denied by 
BAR. 

A community-
based planning 
process begins, 
including the “Old 
Charlestowne District 
Charrette.” 

City assigned the 
Design Division to 
develop concepts for 
intersection alignment 
and civic uses on the 
site. 

Plan West Ashley 
process begins in 2017

2013 
BUILDING 
VACATED

August 
2017 
City Purchases 
Site

MAY 2018
DEMO DATE 

1974
PIGGLY 
WIGGLY 

BUILT

WARC created

County Public Meeting 
(2 alternatives)

Intersection 
Improvement 
project halted

County
Public Meeting
(4 Alternatives) 

OPEN STUDIO

ULI Forum & RFQ

Clemson Design 
Study
A CACC stuido 
Fall 2017 
Semester

This report

RFQ Public-Private Partnership

2000 2016 2018 2020 2022

2021201720131974

ONLINE PUBLIC 
COMMENT PERIODS

Gas station proposal submitted to Design Review 
Board. Public opposition results in intervention.

Design Division develops massing studies in coordinated 
response to County-led major intersection redesign.

Design Division able to create this concept following 
County’s decision to pursue modest roadway improvements.

City of Charleston aquires site. Design Division 
conducts initial sketch design for public use.

Design Division develops numerous design options 
on interchangable tiles for ongoing engagement.

Design response from selected delevlopment team 
(not exactly as concieved but still a good design.)
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925CONCEPTUAL CIVIC CENTER PROPOSALS

West Ashley Gateway G E N E S I SATIKA JAIN [M-ARCH]

“There is a powerful need for symbolism, and that means the 
architecture must have something that appeals to the human 
heart.” 

-Kenzo Tange

CIVIC SPACE AS AN IDENTITY CIVIC BUILDING AS AN OBJECT CIVIC SPACE AS A PUBLIC SPACE

Clemson Architecture Center in Charleston conducts 
academic design studio study.
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Plan West Ashley consultants develop possible urban 
design configurations as part of planning process.
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CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

Family
Safe

Beautiful
Garden
Parks
Green
Events

Fix the Merge

REOCCURING WORDS 
AND PHRASES

Should the speed limit 
be lowered? 

What matters most? Top 3 Responses 

72%  “The Site should be safe for people walking, biking, driving, and walking 
transit.

68%  The site should include landscaping, street trees, and other 
beautification elements. 

46%  The intersection should be improved to allow as many cars as possible to 
travel as quickly through the area as possible.

TOTAL NUMBER OF 
RESPONDENTS 
OVER 31 DAYS: 

927
RESPONDENTS 
WITHIN WEST 

ASHLEY: 

733

RESPONDENTS

Top 3 Responding 
Neighborhoods

90  Northbridge 
69  Sandhurst
40  Parkshore

65%
LIVE INSIDE 526

20%
LIVE OUTSIDE 526

WEST ASHLEY 

RESPONDENTS

45% NO55% YES
What should go there? 

61% Passive Park 

50% Small-Scale retail 

49% Restaurant

The public conversation around this site and its 
potential future was multifacted and robust. As stated 
previously, the City and County worked together on 
the design of the intersection while the City led the 
outreach effort for the site itself. The images here are 
from several engagement events. Our team launched 
the online survey, hosted a multi-day open studio, 
engaged the Urban Land Institute and presented 
the final design to the West Ashley Revitalization 
Commission and Charleston City Council.

SURVEY RESULTS
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CASE STUDIES

Similar redevelopments across America
Community input pointed towards a modest-scale development featuring buildings that would “hold the corner” 
and accomodate a mixed-use town center type program. 

FRESHFIELDS VILLAGE 
Kiawah Island, SC 

The nearby mixed-use village contains many 1- and 
2-story buildings of a wide, yet locally appropriate, 
buildings and uses. The buildings front onto the 
main walkable streets and central square and 
have ample parking in the back. The variety of 
architectural forms, especially those that are two 
stories, have a height, scale and mass that would 
fit well onto the Northbridge site. The manner in 
which building facades are differentiated gives 
visual interest and helps with giving them a human-
scale. The ground floors are activated with retail 
and restaurants. 

Another key feature of this development is the 
central square that hosts programmed civic events. 
This enlivens the area and helps support the 
adjacent businesses. As you read on in the report, 
try to imagine any three of these buildings placed 
along Sumar, Old Town and Sam Rittenberg and 
also picture an active, central square on the site.

STONEFIELD 
Charlottesville, VA

While not a local example, 
this mixed-use development in 
suburban  Charlottesville is another 
example of what can be done on the 
Northbridge site. While many of 
the buildings are single-story, they 
are designed to activate the public 
realm and are just tall enough to 
be of an appropriate scale for the 
Northbridge site.

GRACE & GRIT 
Mt. Pleasant, SC

This building was studied because 
of the way it “holds the corner” 
with interesting architecture 
(design, massing, orientation, etc.) 
that is appropriate to suburban 
revitalization. The building is 
part of a mixed-use complex that 
includes retail, office and a hotel. It 
activates the area along the street 
as well as the internal parking lot. A 
building like this would go well on 
the Northbridge site.

IMAGE SOURCE: http://andrewshurt leff.photoshelter.com/image/I0000e5cCy3Sn14s

IMAGE SOURCE: http://andrewshurt leff.photoshelter.com/image/I0000tU00L_Jyn9w
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PUBLIX 
GROCERY STORE

POSSIBLE FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT BY 
NEIGHBORS

PARKING & PEDESTRIAN 
“STREET” CONNECTS
ENTIRE TRIANGLE

RESTAURANTS & 
RETAIL FRONTING 
SUMAR STREET

CIVIC “GATEWAY”
BUILDING

IMPROVED 
SUMAR STREET

EXISTING
INTERSECTION

PARKING, EASY ACCESS & 
SMALL GREEN SPACES

REDEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

IT ALL WORKS TOGETHER

The site and surrounding conditions, combined with precedents, 
community input, and the Mayor’s reccommended development 
program resulted in a cohesive redevelopment framework for the 
overall area. The design concept proposes 2-story buildings that 
front onto Sumar Street and a third civic-use building serving 
as a gateway structure on the site. Parking, landscaping and 
stormwater are located at the center (keeping both the edges 
and the interior walkable). The overall development scheme 
encourage connectivity across Sumar to the existing shoppoing 
center, as well as new buildings fronting onto Sumar Street on 
that side. One could walk comfortably from the front of Publix to 
Sumar Street and the civic gateway building.

Development focuses on 
making Sumar Street walkable, 
like an urban main street. 

Someone could also safely 
and comfortably walk from the 
civic gateway building to the 
front door of Publix. 
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Old Towne RoadOld Towne Road

PublixPublix
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Sam Rittenberg Boulevard
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STUDY AREA PLAN

NORTHBRIDGE GATEWAY
REDEVELOPMENT PLAN 

1 Civic building

2 Parking & green space

3 Retail / restaurant

4 Restaurant  (Possible 2nd Story Office)

5 Improved Sumar Street 

6  Possible Future Development Along 
Sumar (Adjacent Property)

7 Parking Behind Building (With Buffer 
Along Grocery Store)

8 Improve/Increase Parking And 
Pedestrian Access

9 Improved Shopping Center Entrance & 
Signage Area

10 Sidewalks, Crosswalks And 
Other Pedestrian Amenities

2

1

3

4

5

6
7

6

8

10

8

9
10
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MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT
The simple, yet effective, site configuration places 
1-2 story buildings on each of the three corners 
of the site. This leaves minmial surface parking 
exposed to the sidewalk and roadway along the 
site perimeter, helping to emphasize walkablility 
and positive revitalization. The parking area is 
well-landscaped and connected.
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NORTHBRIDGE GATEWAY
REDEVELOPMENT PLAN 

1 Plaza with landscape buffer and a 
fountain

2 Civic building fronting onto plaza

3 Sidewalks connect to public sidewalk 
network

4 Central green space for events or 
stormwater

5 Deceleration lanes provide good access. 

6  Thick tree and landscape buffer along 
roadway

7 Small plaza with shade trees and retail 
frontage.

8 Covered outdoor patio for restaurant 
dining. 

9 Sumar street with landscaped median

10 Parallel parking on sumar street

11  Complete intersection with curb 
extensions and crosswalks

12  Pedestrian refuge island, crosswalks 
and turn lanes

Old Towne RoadOld Towne Road
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Sam Rittenberg Boulevard

Sam Rittenberg Boulevard
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SUBJECT SITE PLAN
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CIVIC GATEWAY BUILDING
A building with a civic use is planned to anchor the gateway. 
It will be highly visible to those entering West Ashley from 
the north. While the detailed design remains to be developed 
with partner teams (see also the concept on the previous 
page), the building should be stately, handsome and of the 
highest level of architectual massing and materials.
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SUMAR STREET

Sumar is controlled and maintainted by the City of Charleston (not the State Department of Transportation). 
Thus, it can be designed to be of the highest multimodal and beatification standards. The street can be 
transformed into a type of “main street” with buildings and shops fronting onto it along both sides. It can have 
wide sidewalks, landscaping, crosswalks, curb extensions, medians, and other safety and comfort elements. 

While the City does not control the development to the north, it is possible to positively incentivize that side to 
mirror the walkable building frontage, massing and orientation proposed on the City parcel. This will be much 
easier if the street is well-designed, giving the neighbors something to want to face with their new infill buildings.

20’ 30’
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20’
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PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS
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